
AN EXAMINATION OF THE SATIRE IN JONATHAN SWIFTS GULLIVERS

TRAVELS

In his novel, Gulliver's Travels, Jonathan Swift satirizes this English society in many ways. On his first voyage, Swift
places Gulliver in a land of miniature people where his giant size Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels: Summary &
Analysis.

He swims to land, and when he awakens, he finds himself tied down to the ground, and surrounded by tiny
people, the Lilliputians. One of the most prominent forms used to bring reform or change in the society or in
individuals is that of satire. Lilliput was revealed to have degenerated from an almost Utopian state to its
present. He was so dazed with admiration that he attempted to imitate their very walk, vocal pattern, and
gesture. Gulliver's first journey takes him to the Land of Lilliput, where he finds himself a giant among six
inch tall beings. Chowdhury 5 The first part began in the style of books of the time, with a short introduction
of Lemuel Gulliver, who gave a brief history of his life before his voyages. Robert P. As Horatian satire is the
gentlest of all the types of satire, it is done from an affectionate point of view. He implied both a criticism of
historical monarchs and modern rulers in his stories of the kings who had devised a method to simultaneously
flatter his vanity and at the same Chowdhury 30 time to destroy any threats to his supremacy. He was
abandoned in a landing boat, where he came across a race of hideous, deformed and savage human-like
creatures called Yahoos, for which he conceived a violent hatred. From the many writers that used satire to
condemn the actions of society, Jonathan Swift's, Gulliver's travels, stands as one of the best satirical work in
human history. The most immediate problem is that of genre. And not only did the educated buy and read the
book â€” so also did the largely uneducated. The art of sailing and navigation were often brought forward by
the moderns as evidence of superiority to the ancients. Gulliver tells us: I would hide the frailties and
deformities of my political mother, and place her virtues and beauties in the most advantageous light. There
were several different types of Brobdingnagians â€” the trustworthy and loving Glumdaclitch, her shrewd and
exploiting father, the mischievous school-boy and the curious, gawking crowds that came to see Gulliver.
These were corruptions in the original institutions brought about by the party leaders. Gulliver's Travels. They
are bloodless. Lee, Jae Num. As Gulliver fell sick, and the farmer sold him to the queen of Brobdingnag.
Works Cited Firth, C. Swift was roasting people, and they were eager for the banquet. He does this through 4
voyages each to a different imaginary place, where the people are a satire of a different aspect of human
society, and in each voyage Swift is telling us what he thinks of human society through what Gulliver says,
and what he sees. In the School of Languages, Swift derided the Professors for their lack of understanding as
to the true nature of language, which was to eliminate the inconvenience and ambiguity of such a method of
communication as the Professors were promulgating. Rather than a single target, it takes a scattergun approach
that aims poisonous prongs at multiple targets. Gulliver did not agree with this, though he could not see the
implications of the Lilliputians, who were themselves virtually blind to logic, reason, justice and gratitude.


